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Longwood's Eighty-Eighth Founders Day Held
Alumnae Awards

Q - Does the dining hall put
saltpeter in the food and, if so,
do they think they have the right
to curb our sexual desires?N.N.
A - The dining hall does not
put saltpeter in the food. This is
a rumor that has been circulating on campus for years. The
story about the substance curbing anyone's sexual desires is an
old wives' tale and has no scientific basis.
Q - As a form of recreation,
why can't the jukebox be free to
students? S.S.
A - The snackbar was originally outfitted by the Alumni Association and is maintained by Slater
The jukebox is installed under a
contract with a company based
in Richmond with a stipulation
that a certain percentage of the
revenus made from the machine
is given to the Alumni Association.
Q - Is it the policy of Longwood
to let House Mothers make their
own rules? (No initials)
A - Terry Jones, Chairman of
Residence Board, says that Head
Residents are not allowed to
arbitrarily make their own rules,
but because each dorm is different, there may be different
rules from dorm to dorm. This
is mainly to help with the upkeep
of the building. Terry says that
if anyone disagrees with a dormitory policy they can report it
to Residence Board and they will
check into it.
Q - Is the policy towards alcohol in the dorms going to be
reconsidered when 18-year-olds
are given full adult rights? A.R.
A - Dr. Willett had anticipated
that this rule would be passed
in this meeting of the General
Assembly and had already made
the appropriate changed for next
year's handbook, according to
Mary Lou Glasheen, Chairman
of Legislative Board. However,
the legislature did not approve
extending full citizenship rights
to 18-year-olds, so the handbook
was changed back. If the measure
is ever passed, the handbook will
be changed accordingly.
Q - Why do dorm rooms have
to be inspected? D.S.
A - Dorm rooms must be
checked occasionally to inspect
for damages and fire hazards. It
is also a precautionary method
to maintain general health standards. Considering how some students keep their rooms, this is
understandable.

(Continued on Page 5)

Debbie Hyatt, Debbie Chapman, Mr. Peele and Dr. Brown
participated in The Founders Day Symposium.

By DEBBIE BASTEK
Longwood's Eighty-Eighth annual Founders Day was held last
Friday and Saturday on campus.
The program officially began at
3 p. m. Friday afternoon with the
registration of the many visiting
alumni in the Rotunda, followed
by bus tours of the campus and

Founders Day continued Saturday with the Morning Program
held at 10:30 a. m. in Jarman,
presided over by President Willett. Invocation and benediction
were given by the Rev. George
Wesley Jones, Pastor of the
Farmville United Methodist
Church, and Greetings by the
Mary Lou Glasseen, President
of the Student Government Association, and Mrs. Jo Dearing
Smith, Acting President of the
Alumni Association. The address, "Reflections - The Lan-

Normal School in Farmville in
1913. From 1920-1925 she served with her husband, Dr. Henry
W. Decker, as a missionary in
China. While there she taught
at Shanghai College. Mrs. Decker was one of the first women
to serve on the Richmond City
School Board and was vice-chairman of the board for the last
two years that she was a member. In addition to her other
duties, she was a member of
the Board of Trustees of the
University of Richnond for
twenty-eight years.
Dr. Alma Hunt received her

an informal reception honoring
Dr. Lancaster and Dr. Lankford
in the Curry-Frazer commons
room. Following a water show in
the college pool and "The Prime
of Miss Jean Brodie" in Jarman
Auditorium, and open house was
held in the Alumni House.

Dr. Willett and Mary
reception.

Lou Glasheen confer during the

caster and Lankford Years" was
presented by Mrs. Pat Altwegg
Brown and Mrs. Mary Ellen
Moore Mitchell. Alumni Service
Awards were received by Florence Boston Decker, '13, Alma
Hunt, '29 and Ml, and Caroline
Eason Roberts, '42.
Mrs. Decker has been an
alumna for fifty-nine years having graduated from the State

B. S. degree from Farmville
State Teachers College in 1941
and her Doctor of Humanities
degree from William Jewell College in Liberty, Missouri in
1058. In 1959, she was the speaker at the Founders Day festivities. She is presently vice president of the Baptist World Alliance and is listed in Who's
(Continued on Page 4)

Betty Ann Glasheen Wins
May Queen Elections This Year
A. B. Jackson will appear during the Festival of Arts to
discuss his painting.

A. B. Jackson Guest Artist
In The Festival Of Arts
By LYNDA VAN HORN
"We've got to jolt people out of
their apathy," said ChildreyFarber, editor of the GYRE, Longwood's literary magazine. She
was speaking of the Festival of
Arts to be hosted by the GYRE
April 5, 6 and 7.
The purpose of the Festival of
Arts according to Childrey is to
reunite art and literature as well
as bring talented artists to the
Longwood campus. An artist, a
poetess, and a novelist - short
story writer will be the featured guests.

Madden, Jackson and
Jong
A. B. Jackson, Professor of
Art at Old Dominion University, will be the guest artist on
campus. He has won various regional and national awards for his
work including the best in showpurchase award in the Virginia
Beach Boardwalk Show. He was
BETTY ANN GLASHEEN
also asked to contribute to the
By PAM WATSON
Virginia Beach Boardwalk Show.
"I still can't believe it," seems
He was also asked to contribute
to sum up Betty Ann Glasheen's
to the February, 1968 AMERICAN
feelings about being elected this
(Continued on Page 4)
year's May Queen. She was out of

town the night the votes were
tallied and was contacted lonfl
distance by her sister, Mary Lou,
who thought Betty would be excited to find out that she had won.
When told the results, Betty
approached it with mixed emotions. "Stop playing these practical jokes," she said, supposing
that this was just another sisterly trick. It took some convincing
to make her realize that it was
not a joke.
Betty, a senior science major
from Hampton, has been active
in school activities. She has be en
on the May Court for the past
two years, in addition to being a
member ofOrchesis, Kappa Delta sorority, and the Artist'sSeries Committee. She enjoys music
and sports, especially softbaU
and hockey, and plays the guitar
for the Newman Folk Group. When
talking about May Day week end,
she's all smiles. "I'm really honored at being elected," she said.
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Commentary

Protection Against Thefts
By SANDY OLIVER, Chairman of
Judicial Board, and KAY OLIVER, Vice Chairman
It is certainly regrettable that
some members of our student
body do not feel bound by the
Honor Code. This minority has
inconvenienced the majority of
the student body and has incurred financial loss to others.
Stealing is an Honor Code offense and may be punishable by
suspension. This semester many
items, including money, clothing,
and jewelry have been taken. Judicial Board is deeply concerned
with the numerous thefts on campus and is making every effort
to deter them.
Much of this stealing can be
prevented. To protect yourself
against thefts, the following procedures are recommended:
1. Lock your door whenever
you will be out of your room for
a length of time (classes, meals,
etc.). Be sure to lock up when
leaving for a week end.
2. Do not keep more money in
your room than you can afford to
have stolen. Conceal your money.
3. Try to use checks rather
than cash for your transaction. If

An Unnecessary Bond
During a conversation with some students last
week, I had certain provisions in the Student Government Constitution impressed on me to which,
although I was aware of them, I hadn't given a lot
of thought Specifically, they deal with the fact that
the Publications Board is a committee of Legislative Board; therefore, in a sense, each of the
publications, with a particular reference to The
Rotunda, are subcommittees of Student Government
The more I thought about this, the more ludicrous and dangerous it seemed. By having all of
the publications under its control, theoretically the
Board can dictate what should be printed. I wonder
what the New York Times would say if it was told
that President Nixon and his cabinet had this power
over it. For those who have forgotten, the Times
was the first paper to print the Pentagon Papers.
This situation doesn't disturb me because I
think The Rotunda and Student Government should
be opponents, I see no reason why the two can't
work together with the same amount of cooperation which has existed so far for this semester.
However, I would be very afraid of a government
taking office that would use its authority to impose
strict regulations on the publications.
The relationship between the Student Government and Publications Board, as explained to me by
a Legislative Board member, is very tenuous and
doubtful. There doesn't appear to be a good reason
for a bond existing at all, so I suggest that it be
cut before a dangerous situation arises.
LYNNE
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your checks are taken, report it
immediately to your bank.
4. If you must have a large
amount of money in your possession, do not keep it in your
room. Have it locked up in the
ARA-Slater safe in the dining
room office. Some head residents will keep money overnight
if not held responsible for its
loss.
5. Record the serial number on
your electrical appliances as well
as brand and style for use as
identification in the event that it
is taken.
6. Mark your name on your
clothing and other belongings
(records, books, etc.)
7. Use drying racks in your
room. However, if you use the
laundry room, remove your
clothes as soon as possible.
A new system of reporting
thefts has been inititated this
semester. If you have something
taken, obtain a "Stolen Item Report Form" immediately from
your hall president, dorm president, head resident, or any member of Judicial Board. Follow the
directions on the form in reporting the theft.

It is important that every item
be reported and that it be reported promptly. With a complete record, it is sometimes
possible to trace patterns that
aid in the discovery of the thief's
identity. Sometimes, the stolen
articles are found in various
places on campus and can be returned to the owner if she has
filed a report.
Another related problem involves those students that remove
books from the library without
following the proper checking-out
procedure. As a result, these
books (many of which are reserved) are not available to other
students needing the books for research. This is an Honor Code
offense and infractions should be
reported.
Judicial Board cannot possibly
do anything about a theft unless
they are notified that it has taken
place. Please report any missing
articles or any information concerning a theft to Judicial Board
immediately.
Our Honor Code is only as
strong as you make it. Please
do your part.

JE*tb» fetW (&hr
this incident. We have tried so
hard to be good Longwood Ladies.
Dear Editor,
Thank you, Mr. Carbone and Mrs.
To the writer of the letter Trout, for hiring such able emconcerning the "maturity" of ployees.
Longwood students who scratchBlue and White Love and Emed their initials in wet cement: barrassment,
Where were your comments when
Gayle Nicholas
it was discovered that Longwood
Marlene McDaniel
Ladies had defaced Frazer and
P.S. Our embarrassed dates
concrete walls near it with green really appreciated it too!
"75's" ?
Cheri Corona
Cell Block

perspective student. Due to external circumstances beyond her
control, she was late. A sweeping grand total of four whole
minutes. As she was entering, the
assistant warden grabbed her by
the arm and physically propelled
her into the dorm, greeting her
with date with "Young man, this
girl is late!" Talk about disgusting, embarrassing, and humiliating behavior - the poor
guest was terrified. She said being snatched LITERALLY away
Dear Editor:
Trouble Makers
I am writing in protest of the from her date and then being conDear Editor,
treatment girls receive, notably fronted with late forms and red
We would like to publicly offer in Frazer, concerning curfew and tape "made (her) feel like a
our sincerest apologies to our signing in and out. Concerning criminal!"
In another recent episode, a
blue and white sisters, the wait- the latter, two weekends ago two
ceUmate
was already safe and
resses, the dining hall staff, Mrs. incidents occured showing the
sound on the porch with the door
Trout, and Mr. Carbone, for aU trivality of the procedures.
open
and telling her date good
the trouble we caused them this
Girl 24153, a Junior, was given
nite
when
she was practically
past Sunday. We innocently a warning for ' failure to sign
tapped
on
the
shoulder mid hugbrought our dates in to Sunday out properly." Upon returning, it
dinner. Much to our distress and was learned that she hadn't put gy-bear and kissy-facey and told
utter embarrassment, after we the date of her expected return to fill out a 2 minute late slip!
were seated, a polite, weU-in- on the OUTSIDE of her envelope. Positively degrading! Nocom'on,
formed hostess reprimanded us The Prison Guidebook implies the if the curfew bit is "for our
with these words: "I'm sorry, sign in and out bit is so you can safety and well being" there is
you'U have to leave. Guests can't be contacted in the event of an absolutely no excuse for this
come into the dining hall until emergency, (or breakout). Other- awkward, embarrassing behav12:45." (It was 12:41.) After I wise NO ONE should even look ior on the part of the wardens.
naughtily gave her a dirty look, at the cards. If girl 24153 was If we're in the lobby in the imshe added, "And if you don't needed, the date of her return mediate vicinity of 2:00, it's oblike it, you are welcome to talk was on her blue slip. So ob- vious we're O.K. Most of the gals
to Mrs. Trout." I would have viously, this is a case of rules never had a curfew at home and
begged forgiveness right then for rules sake, nit-picking. Fur- the very nature of a curfew is
and there, but rather than make thermore, no one had any busi- ridiculous for upperclassmen:
a scene, we got up and left. Then ness checking her card in the but to be subjected to this inwe came back six minutes later first place since she wasn't late, vasion of personal dignity for a
matter of 120 or 240 seconds is
(just to be safe).
missing or declared dead.
absolutely
absurd!
Our hostesses are so congenGirl 24335 was out on good beFurthermore,
we are allowed
ial and conscientious. I think havior for the week end and was
15
minutes
leeway
each semesevery dining hall should have attempting to go by the letter of
ter.
While
I
am
not
advocating
some, just like ours. It's good the law - she was signing out.
to know that your dining hall is Unsure of the address, she call- deliberate lateness, if I chose
there for your welfare and en- ed in her date where he was on occasion to thank my date for
joyment, and its employees en- promptly (but gently) chastised 2 of my 15 minutes, I certainly
force the rules to the fullest ex- for standing beyond a certain do not expect to be yanked in
tent disregarding anyone's em- point. Assuming this rule is to the door or humilated by some
barrassment or discomfort. Even insure the privacy of the cards other assinine action on the part
though we were only four minutes (see paragraph 1), it was ob- of the school officials.
Don't get me wrong, basically
early coming into the dining hall, vious this guy was merely aidI'm
a good inmate, I play it by
we weren't just made aware of ing a LC Lady - not snooping in
the
rules. (I personally have
the regulation, we were asked to the cards, so why publicly hunever
been late). But this freleave. We are seriously consider- miliate both the guy and the gal
quent
pettishness
of picky-une
ing getting the Board of Visitors in this fashion?
rules for rules sake, without
to commend this brave girl who
Concerning curfew, which is
any
consideration of the girls
did her job so well. Maybe next ridiculous enough anyway, this
feelings,
ESPECIALLY calling
semester we can get a bouncer! weekend one of my cellmates had
(Continued on Page 5)
Again we offer our regrets at a guest from the outside - a

Short Sighted

Annual Invitational Exhibit
Features Work Of Miss Leitch
By HOMER SPRINGER
The current show in the Bedford Gallery is the annual invitational exhibit sponsored by
The Purchase Committee of
Longwood College. For the past
fifteen years, this committee has
invited a Virginia artist to show
his work. From each exhibit one
or more pieces of art work
have been purchased and are
now exhibited at various locations on campus.
This year's show features the
work of Nancy V. Leitch. Miss
Leitch is a native of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. There, at age'
twelve, she began her formal
art training under the Dean of
Pittsburgh Artists, Christian J.
Walter. Upon graduation from
Peabody High School, she received a National Scholarship
Award in Art for a full year's
tuition at Carnegie Institute of
Technology and a Pittsburgh
Honor Scholarship for study.
There, she majored in sculpture,
was a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
and was graduated with a B.F.A.
She later studied atCranbrook
Academy of Art under the internationally known sculptor,
Carl Milles and ceramist, Maija
Grotell. She was awarded an
M.F.A. from Cranbrook.
In 1952, she moved to Virginia
where she taught at Warwick High
School and continued study at
William and Mary, the University
of Virginia, and Hampton Institute
in art education, graphics, and
history.
In 1961, she moved to Farmville and began teaching at Longwood where she established
sculpture courses. She is an
Associate Professor of Art and
teaches sculpture and drawing
courses.
In 1964, she received a Ford
Foundation Faculty Fellowship
in Asian Study with special concentration in Chinese Sculpture.
In addition to a long list of
commissioned pieces she has
created, she also has had oneman shows at The Studio, Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Hollins College, and Longwood.
She won a double award at the
National Ceramic Exhibition in
Syracuse and has shown at various nationally known museums,
including the Cincinnati Museum
of Fine Arts, the Detroit Art
Institute, The Michigan Artist
Annual, The Toledo Museum of
Art, Cornell University, The
Flint Art Institute, The Carnegie
Museum, and the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
In her latest show, Miss Leitch
features drawings, paintings,
weavings, ceramic pieces, and
sculpture.
Her drawings range in size
from a small 2" x 4'" pencil
drawing of a resting hippo done
with a minimum of line to a
large free active 30" x 40"
ink wash drawing of a yak. Except for a few figures studies,
landscapes and still life, animals
dominate as subject matter for
these drawings. Sleek thoroughbreds, sleeping cats, massive
bulls and hippos, strolling elephants, fighting lions are but a few
of the menagerie, both familiar
and exotic that line the walls.
The techniques used in the drawings are as varied as the choice
of animal life. Quick action line
sketches capture the form and
action in a few skillful strokes.
Contour lines surround and identify with sensitivity the form
of a sedate camel, a frolicking
horse, or a rather regal swine.
Pencil, chalk, felt tip pen, ink

and ink washes, pastels, conte',
and charcoal are utilized. Each
material seems particularly
correct or suited for the subject matter or action suggested.
Each drawing utilizes life and
careful observation of living animals to create the intended effect.
Most of the oil paintings utilize
the horse as their main or central figures. Tight, well-designed
compositions utilizing strong
verticals, horizontals, and diagonal movements are shown.
Their color is rich, personal,
and applied in a variety of techniques that include washes and
glazes and use of the palette
knife.
The ceramic pieces (pots,
bowls, and platters) are thick,
simple, and organic in shape.
Glazes are freely applied to create an interesting contrast with
the dull finish of the unglazed
fired clay. All pieces are hand
built. Some were formed by the
slab method; others were formed
at the beach in the sand or shaped
around a stone. A beautiful rosewood trencher is shown with the
ceramic pieces.
Weavings range in size from a
few square feet to large panels.
Color ranges from dark to light,
but warm earth tones dominate.
Skill in pattern design, color
choice, and variation of materials
and techniques is exhibited.
Honduras Mahogany, low-fire
glazed pieces, stoneware, plaster, slate, walnut, oak, aluminum
and terra cotta are some of the
materials that are utilized with
great skill and craftsmanship to
create the sculpture that has
made Miss Leitch well known.
A large bear, created from
steel wire, coils and twists to
enclose space and create line
and volume. This piece seems
an interesting bridge between
the linear elements of her drawings and the form evident in her
sculpture. This bear at once
seems frozen in time, yet somehow ready to lumber off his
pedestal. A sleeping rabbit, a
delightful hippo family, and a
bison successfully combine matte
and gloss glazes to create interesting patterns of light and
color. A small sensitive terra
cotta portrait and a large unglazed panther based on strong
planes playing against a diagonal
thrust are also shown.
Don't overlook the two small
plaster pieces. "The Vision of
Saint Paul/' which has a patina,
and the lovely sensitive'Madonna" in white show a sedate style
so free of excesses, yet moving.
This style of simplicity of
form and emotional impact is
evident in the carvings in wood
and slate. A large geometric
serpent of Hondura mahogany
greets the visitor to the gallery.
The simplicity of form and the
rich surface texture combine to
create a powerful three-dimensional form. Two standing figures at the east end of the gallery again show both restraint
and richness. Their size makes
them seem monumental and moving. Hands, faces, feet, and drapery are reduced to suggestion
instead of photographic representationalism and thus unite as
elements to create a form of
exquisite beauty.
Four bas-reliefs are also exhibited. Three are religious in
nature; the fourth portrays deer.
The materials (walnut, slate, and
oak) are all difficult materials
to work with, but the pieces show
no strain or effort or lack of
skillful handling. The carving is

beautifully stylized, and the panels are so well designed that
even though small, they seem
expansive, rich, and dazzling.
To summarize this show is not
difficult. The small gallery is
literally full of beauty. It is a
large show, and it creates for
the viewer a complete range of
talent and skills. The skill of the
artist is evident; whether she
uses gesture line to suggest an
animal or carves it in oak, the
material never overpowers the
artist or her art work. The
artist also seems wise in her
choice of subject matter which
carries a theme of life, force,
beauty, and sensitivity throughout. The animals she has chosen
to draw from life are distinctive
and maintain a regal appearance.
It shames the viewer for lacking
the perceptive qualities of the
artist in portraying animals we
have seen all our lives, yet
never seen in the way Miss
Leitch has perceived them.They
are Leitch-animals; they contain
great beauty and humor without
seeming cute, trite, or quaint.
To pick favorites out of this
show is difficult. On each visit
to the show, the viewer sees
something he missed the last
time. Some favorites at the last
visit include the small "Hippo"
in the hall. Seldom has so much
been drawn with so little. The
abstracted gesture line work is
stark and beautiful and contains
great movement and depth. The
carvings are truly magnificent
and show skill and craftsmanship
that set Miss Leitch apart as
an artist. The two large standing figures are so monumental
that they demand attention and
respect. The bas-reliefs are so
sensitive and well designed that
they require careful attention
and admiration. Two other pieces
of sculpture show unusual insight and originality. The small
plaster madonna is so sensitively
designed and so void of trim or
excess that she seems truly
religious and timeless. The
Stoneware "Hippo Family" is
full of charm and humor. The
form, the multitude of integrated
parts, and the subtle coloration
all work together to portray an
Exceptional pieceThis show is a must for all
the community. In fact, it is the
sort of show that needs to be
viewed often so that nothing will
be overlooked. It's a show for
the children too; children of all
ages will be delighted with the
subject matter and will be aware
of the sensitivity, the quality and
the skill of this remarkable
artist.

Theresa Seaman
To Perform An
Original Composition
An original composition will
highlight the senior piano recital
of Theresa Seaman, to be presented Sunday, April 9, at 4 p.m.
in Wygal.
In addition to her own work,
entitled INFLECTION, Theresa
will play four other pieces. They
include PARTITA IN B FLAT
MAJOR by Bach, FANTASY IN
C MINOR by Mozart, RHAPSODY
IN B MINOR by Brahms, and
"BOSTON" FROM SUITE 1922
by Hindeminth.
Theresa, a piano student of
Dr. Robert Blasch, hails from
Virginia Beach. Following graduation, she will begin a job playing the piano, and she also plans
to give piano lessons.
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Jessie Reter and Rick Vaughn in a scene from "Jean Brodie".

'Dangerous Jean Brodie
Salvaged By Exceptional Acting'
By DEBI K. 'iBERNATHY
The recent production of "The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie"
demonstrates that even mediocre
scripts can be salvaged by exceptional acting.
Linda Burton's portrayal of
the "dangerous" Jean Brodie
was nothing less than superb.
Her rhythmical voice contrasted

sharply with the drawling of the
interviewer, Mr. Perry,portrayed by Fred Herndon. Linda was
both dynamic and graceful.
Though her lines were sometimes cliche and precious, she
colored them with fitting gestures, facial expressions, and convincing intonation. In showing
(Continued on Page 4)

I
Nina Garrison and Jimmie Lu Null during a rehearsal for
Jimmie Lu's audition.

Jimmie Lu Null To Audition
For The Wolf Trap Company
By VICKI BOWLING
She had prepared five songs,
Jimmie Lu Null, a junior mu- one English, one German, one
sic major from Norfolk, Virginia, French, an Italian aria, and a
has received an invitation to the selection from the musical,
final auditions for the Wolf Trap "Hello, Dolly."
"1 only sang one song, though,"
Company, a national college she said, "and that was 'I've
oriented theatre ensemble.
Her accompanist, Nina Garri- Heard an Organ Talk Sometimes'
son, will attend the final compe- by Aaron Copeland. They'11 probtition with her. Auditions will be ably want to hear more at the fiheld in the auditorium of the U. S. nals."
The atmosphere at the regional
Department of Commerce Building in Washington, D. C, the competition was very informal,
weekend of April 7-9. Approxi- Jimmie Lu recalled. She felt very
mately 100 performers will be confident because of the prepachosen to compose the company. ration she had received from her
Jimmie Lu first participated voice teacher, Mr. James Mcin the regional competition in Combs.
"I've studied under him for
Washington, one of 25 regionals
almost three years," Jimmie Lu
held all over the country.
said. "He has been extremely interesting and encouraging. I've
LONGWooo
sung for him every day, and he's
been vastly helpful."
The Filene Center for the Performing
Arts, located at Wolf
ARTS r>
Trap Farm Park in Vienna, Virginia, was donated by Mrs. Catherine Filene Shouse. The Wolf
Trap Company will perform
^
Dawce musicals and operas, and it will
organize a concert with full orchestra.
7.8
(Continued on Page 8)
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Colleges In
The News
Residential College
CHARLOTTESVILLE - The
Housing Committee at University
of Virginia has issued a report
announcing, "We have, at this
moment in time, an obligation
to be as startlingly innovative
as the original concept of the University was in the early 1800's."
The concept the committee proposes is the guidelines to be followed in planning a residential
college. James L. Camp, the
Medical School Dean and chairman of the committee, says the
"planning and executive of the
development of residential colleges affords us an opportunity
to develop a model alternate to
that of the campus as developed
by Mr. Jefferson's report. The
report said it would be mandatory to have a rapid transit system running at frequent intervals
between the residential colleges
and the central grounds. It also
said student rooms will be of
various sizes and shapes to
"avoid a sense of repetition and
uniformity" and have all modern
conveniences. The committee
proposed to intersperse among
living units rooms that will be
classrooms during the day and
study, game and listening rooms
at night. Some faculty housing
including single, couple, and family units, will be interspersed
with student quarters.
Curfew Ended At W&M
WILLIAMSBURG - The women's curfew at William and Mary
will be abolished next fall, according to an announcement by
Andy Purdy, president of the college's student association. Purdy
released a letter from Dr. Thomas Graves, William and Mary's
president, that accepted recommendations made by the student
senate and approved by the board
of student affairs. The college
president said a voluntary register would be established for
students to leave information
about where they may be reached.
A security system, using keys,
electric cards or similar devices will be developed, Graves
wrote, for installation in all residence halls. The college will also
encourage the development, by
the residence hall councils, of
policies to ensure the individual's
right of privacy and freedom of
movement within the residence
lulls.
Student Lobby
WASHINGTON - The National
Student Lobby scored its first
success with the Senate passage
of an amendment calling for at
least one student member, chosen
solely by the student body, on all
college and university governing
boards. NSL was set up last summer as a national organization by
four students from the University of California. They established an office, registered as
lobbyists and sent out membership invitations to student governments throughout the nations.
The College is a member of the
organization, whose purpose is
"to make students a constituency
to which Congressmen will listen." The NSL is concerned with
the federal budget, environmental protection, equal rights for
women, voter registration, and
the war issue.
Tax Deductible Tuition
BLACKSBURG - The Student
Government Association Senate
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
passed a bill last week encouraging the U. S. Congress to
classify tuition payment as taxdeductible.
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Festival Of Arts Features Two Authors
(Continued from Page 1)
ARTIST.
"He is probably the most renowned Virginia artist," Childrey said of tiim.
Jackson will discuss his work
on Wednesday and Thursday of the
Festival.

ERICA JONG

Brodie
(Continued from Page 3)
happiness, anger, and the shock
of having been betrayed, she was
lifelike and versatile. Her almost
guttural cry — "Assassin!" climaxed an overall grand performance. To the viewer, Linda
Burton and Jean Brodie were one.
Another acting plus was Jessie
Reter as Sandy. She progressed
from characterizations of tomboy
and insightful mistress to the
analyzing, logical, self-sufficient
woman to whom "putting a stop
to Miss Brodie" was a personal
obligation. She was forceful and
believable.
Other convincing characters
include Belinda Brugh as Sister
Helena and Helen Ball as Miss
Mac Kay. Belinda spoke clearly,
moved easily. Whereas Sister
Helena could have been a static,
rigid character, she was not.
Helen Ball, too, was convincing.
The contrast between Jean Brodie
and Miss MacKay was great. The
(Continued on Page 10)
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Erica Jong a noted American
poetess residing in Manhatten
will also be here for the Festival. She too has won a number
of awards including POETRY'S
Bess Hokin Prize in 1971 and a
New York State Council of the
Arts Award also in 1971.
She has recently published her
first collection of poetry, FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES, which will
be on sale in the Bookstore, and
is currently working on her second coUection. She will also read
and discuss her work on Wednesday and Thursday.
David Madden, writer-in-residence at Louisiana State University, is the author of two
published novels THE BEAUTIFUL GREED and CASSANDRA
SINGING and a third which will
be released in August of this year,
BROTHERS IN CONFIDENCE. He
is also the author of several
short stories and a collection of
essays. Mr. Madden will read
selections of his work on Thursday and discuss his craft on Friday of the Festival.
"We invited David Madden because we wanted to invite artists
who can talk about their creative
processes," Childrey commented.
Panel Discussion

The GYRE is hosting the affair
this year and its editor says,
"Were trying to make the GYRE
a carryover of the Festival of
Arts.

DAVID MADDEN

Southern Poet Will
Read His Works
On April 18
The distinguished young poet,
James Seay, will present a reading from his own works at Longwood College on Tuesday, April
18, at 7:30 p.m. The location will
be the ABC rooms of Lankford.
Mr. Seay's appearance, co-sponsored by Lambda Iota Tau and
the English department, will be
open to the public.
Mr. Seay's first book of poems,
LET NOT YOUR HART, was published in 1970 and received high
praise from POETRY magazine.
Mr. Seay's poems have won the
Southern Literary Festival prize
in 1964, the Academy of American Poets Poetry Prize in 1966,
and the Emily Clark Balch Prize
in 1968. He has given very successful readings across the
United States. He is currently
poet in residence at Vanderbilt
University.
(Cor.tinued on page 5)

Founder's Day

Room between 4-5 p. m., a con(Continued from Page 1)
Who in America and Who's Who cert, honoring Miss Emily Clark
of American Women. Dr. Hunt in Wygal's Recital Hall, and an
has traveled extensively in Eu- open house at 9:30 p. m. at the
rope, the East, the Orient, Africa, Alumni House.
Asked what they found had
and in South and Latin America.
changed
the most at Longwood
She also has published several
over
the
years,
the most common
All of the invited guests will works on religious subjects and answer given by the alumni was
also participate in a panel dis- organizations.
Mrs. Roberts is listed in Who's "The size of Longwood - there
cussion of the arts on Thursare so many new buildings."
day afternoon. Also participating Who in American Universities Of particular interest were the
in the panel will be Alexander and Colleges and has served as new music and art buildings, and
Theroux, Douglas Young, and Al- Assistant Dean of Women at the campus school. Others felt
len Wier of the Longwood facul- Longwood during the middle the relaxtion of rules was signty. Dr. Theroux and Mr. Wier 1940's. She has been active in ificant. Many of the alumnae
will also give informal readings church work and also has ser- commented on the relaxed dress
of their works on Thursday af- ved on the Board of King's Daugh- code and the changed condition
ternoon. David Vest also of the ters Hospital. Dr. Roberts has of dormitory life. Several of
faculty will participate in these been active in the Longwood them commented that Longwood
informal readings as will several Alumnae Association since her students seemed to be much more
of the prize winners of the GYRE graduation and is one of the in contact with the "outside"
three original members of the
literary contest.
world than they had been.
The Festival will begin on April Longwood College Board of Vi5 with the distribution of the 1972 sitors.
Music for the program was
GYRE. The GYRE will be in the
mailboxes of all students and fac- provided by Longwood's MadriSMITTY BROTHERS
ulty and extra copies will be on gal Singers and Dr. Robert
Blasch,
and
the
processional
and
sale at various spots on campus
during the Festival for one dol- Recessional was played by Donna
ELECTRIC CO.
Hamilton. The Alumni Associalar.
tion held its annual business
meeting immediately afterwards.
GYRE Features
"Across From
Afternoon Activities
Besides the student works feaThe
tured in the GYRE will be an artFollowing the Alumnae Lunchicle by David Madden entitled eon at 1 p. m. in the dining
Court House "
"David Madden on Poetry," an hall, guided tours of the campus
interview with Erica Jong, and a were given again, and a sympohandwritten critique of his own sium, "Issues and Answers,"
Black Light,
work by A. B. Jackson.
was held in the BC rooms at
Two student poems which were Lankford with Dr. Frank, Dr.
Tape Recorders
recently finalists in state and Frances Brown, Dr.Gussett.Mr.
national poetry contests will also Peele, Debbie Chapman and Deb& Supplies
be featured. Debbie Abernathy's bie Hyatt. A reception was given
poem was a finalist in competi- for the alumni inLankford'sGold
tion at Madison College, and
Childrey Farber's work was entered in competition at Hollins
College.
The Festival of Arts is a new
Something Different And New
thing to Longwood but is not expected to be a one time thing.

CANELI JONES OF CALIFORNIA

HAVE A NICE

NEWEST THING FOR SPRING

SPRING BREAK!

Come in and browse.
Now showing - The first of the spring

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
119 N. Main St.
392-4154

and summer line.

Esther May

CATALYST
(Continued from Page 1)
Q • Why do dorm doors have to
be open during visitation on Sundays? D.S.
A - The Bateman Resolution
which was passed by the General
Assembly last year and which
dealt with dormitory visitation
in state supported schools is
responsible for this. The resolution suggested to the presidents
and governing boards of state
colleges that visitation policies
include proper regulations, supervision and control. Senator
Bateman defined this to Mary
Lou Glasheen to include a registration system, for the security of knowing who is in the building and where they are, and an
open door policy. The Board of
Visitors and Dr. Willett follow
the suggestions made in the
resolution.
Q - Is Sunday visitation ever
going to be extended for the weekend? P.D.
A - An extension of visitation
hours is under consideration by
Residence Board at the moment.
When they have reached a decision, they will make their proposal to Legislative Board and it
will be voted on there.
Q • What effect will the food
preference survey have on the
menu? B.H.
A - The survey gives Mr.
Carbone an idea of what the more
popular items on the menu are.
This does not mean that the menus
will change drastically immediately, but it could have a definite influence over a period of
a few years. The possibility of
having meals for an entire week
that everyone likes is very remote though.
Q - How much do the carnations in the dining hall cost each
week? B.B.
A - The carnations cost approximately $62.40 each week.
These flowers are paid for by
Slater because they feel it adds
something to the dining hall and
makes it more attractive. Tht
cost does not come out of money
the students pay. Also students
are reminded that they are not
to take the flowers off of the
table until after Thursday dinner
in the downstairs dining hall and
after Sunday lunch upstairs.
REACTION
In response to a question in the
Catalyst a couple of weeks ago,
Dr. Jackson has informed us
through the library staff that the
N.B.B.O. was a type of secret
organization on campus. When
anyone would ask what their purpose was, they would reply "Nobody's Business But Ours",
which is where they got their
name.

HOTEL WEYANOKE
Air Conditioned
I Remodeled
Home Cooked Meals
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Southern Poet
(Continued from Page 4)
POETRY discerned in Seay's
work "a peculiarly Southern humor, with a sort of subterranean
dark reach under its casual surface." The Wesleyan University
Press, which published LET
NOT YOUR HART, said, "He
beautifully evokes in careful detail the land, the people, the language, and the traditions of the
American South."
An uncommonly exciting reader of his own poems, Mr. Seay
is a native of Mississippi. No
stranger to these quarters, he
took his M.A. from the University of Virginia in 1966.
The occasion of the poet's appearance is the initiation ceremony of Lambda Iota Tau, which
will take place shortly after the
reading.

Fourth In State
Fencing Tournament

;

Mt

rim

The Heart Fund Basketball produced a lot of excitement, but
the amount raised suffered from a small attendance.

(Continued from Page 2)

Curfew
Dear Editor,
My motivation for writing this
letter was a questionnaire I received (by random) from the Residence Board concerning changes
of the curfew and visitation rules.
Seeing that our past prudence
has not been appreciated by our
so called friends in Richmond, I
would certainly think that it is
time for our L. C. guardians to
grant us our long lost privileges
and opportunities. In fact, we have
been insulted for one would think
going to college would mean
learning how to become responsible. Surely one can become
responsible in the academic
sense, but one can only laugh in
in the face of someone who says,
"You learn to become socially
responsible, too." Longwood's
social rules tend to restrict a
number of girls more than they
would be restricted at homel
Why can't Longwood students
attempt to prove themselves by
passing new cur few and visitation
rules? Even if our attempts fail
at the top level, we have at least

proven that we are really intelligent enough to think for ourselves. Let's not remain stagnant, let's move on as we should.
Sara Frederich

Concert
Dear Editor,
This letter is to announce a
concert here at the University
of Virginia. We are very fortunate to have booked Ike and Tina
Turner with the Ikettes for a performance on Saturday, March 25,
1972. Certainly one of the most
exciting stage performances in
the music industry, the show promises to be special. I take this
opportunity to invite all of you to
attend the concert to be held in
University Hall at 8:00 p.m., on
the aforementioned date. Tickets
are available for $3.50 in advance or $4.00 at the door, but I
advise that all interested write
in advance to Larry Wickter, PKGerman Dance Society of the University Union, Newcomb Hall,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901, with
an enclosed check payable to
University Union.
Cordially,
Robert M. Murphy
Chairman of Publicity
PK-German Dance Society
of the University Union

LC Students Enter
Swimming, Diving
Contests At ODU
By SHARON CURLING
On March 10 and 11, the Virginia Women's Intercollegiate
Swimming and Diving Championships were held at Old Dominion
University. The four students attending wereKathyUmbdenstock,
Eleanor Challen, Robin Wallmeyer, and Pam Walker.
In the finals, Kathy Unibdenstock took third place in the
50 yard freestyle with a time of
27.0, Robin Wallmeyer came in
fifth in diving and Eleanor Challen took a seventh place in the 50
yard breastroke with a time of
37.2.
In the consolation finals, with
a time of 36.0, Robin Wallmeyer
came in second in the 50 yard
butterfly; Pam Walker came in
first in the 100 yard breaststroke with a time of 1:23.6 and
Kathy Umbdenstock took second
place in the 100 yard backstroke
with a time of 1:17.0.
In the relays the Longwood relay team came in sixth in the
200 yard relay and in the 200
yard medley the team came in
seventh with a time of 2:17.3.

By SHARON CURLING
In the Virginia Fencing Tournament on March 11 at Madison
College, Joyce Miller, a freshman, made it to the Top 6 Individual Competition and finished
fourth. She won two out of five
bouts in the final round of the
Top Individual Fencer of the
Tournament.
Longwood's first team composed of Joyce Miller, Robin Fekety and Jeris Fold came in third
out of 12 teams represented.
They were defeated only by Radford and Penn State.
The second team, composed of
Karen McLeod, Chris Pruitt and
Susie Purvis, beat Mary Baldwin
3-0, but lost to University of
North Carolina, 2-1 and finally
to Madison, 2-1.
Fencing coach, Sally Bush, in
the Virgnia Open Division won
first place by winning seven out
of eight of her bouts in the competition. She lost only to the
coach at Penn State.
Miss Bush, commenting on the
team, said, "1 would say we
have outstanding prospects for
the next few years. Our program
is building continuously. We are
very pleased with the team's support."

Phi Mu
Phi Mu sorority has 11 new
pledges, because of open bids.
The new pledges are as follows: Kathy Griffith, Seba
Breedlove, Sandra Trice,
Debra Funkhouser, Pam Martin, Mona Dehart, Barbara
Broughton, Jackie Deacon,
Bernadine Walker, Karen
Townsend, and Caryl Gray
Shepard.

Charlie Brown
Says:

Her Field has been kept busy for the last couple of weeks
with students practicing their LaCross Techniques.

Entile
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"YOUR EASTER

NEW SPRING LOOK
10% Off With
Rubinstein Makeup

SHOPPING
HEADQUARTERS"

Witk 3U werA
FROM CARTER'S, OF COURSE!

CRUTE'S
Main And High Streets
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Freshman Finishes

Letters To the Editor
her down for trivalities in front
of a guy, really goes a bit too
far. This type of rude, inconsiderate, over»dramatic behavior in
the part of the dorm (and dining
hall) officials DOES NOT generate respect. Nor does it personify the ideal of the "friendly
campus where the officials and
students work together." This
whole business of curfew down to
the second, racing to lock the
door and turn off lights and invading the privacy of the parlors
is detrimental to the student's
attitudes on rules in general.
Plus it defeats the whole purpose
of the curfew, rather than be late
and be subjected to the above
behavior, many girls simply
avoid the issue by not coming
back.
All I ask is a little mutual consideration and respect -1 mean
the whole world won't come
crashing down if Frazer Cell
doesn't slam its gates til 2:03 WILL it?
Marlene McDaniel

THE ROTUNDA

Phone 392-3151
"1 Block From Hospital"
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"A Healthy Substitute For Co-ed Life
for much the same reasons. The
marked increase in the enrollment this semester can be mostThis semester the exchange of ly attributed to the fact that the
students between Longwood Col- Hampden-Sydney College Regislege and Hampden-Sydney Col- trar failed to publish a Spring
lege has increased markedly. The semester schedule prior to reg58 Longwood students in classes istration. When the students reat Hampden-Sydney at present is ceived their class cards, many
almost twice the number that at- had schedule conflicts. For many,
tended courses this time last the only way to resolve the conyear. There has also been an flicts was to enroll in similar
increase in Hampden-Sydney stu- classes at Longwood.
dents attending courses at Longwood with 118 students now en- Other Reasons
rolled at Longwood this semester.
To avoid certain professors is
another
obvious reason for some
Increase Explained
students taking courses on the
The major factors that account other campus. Whether for perfor this increase of Longwood sonal or academic reasons, the
students at Hampden-Sydney justification often heard is that
seem to originate in the student a course at the other college is
dissatisfaction with courses of- more relaxed or less academifered at Longwood. Students ob- cally demanding.
jected to the fact that Longwood
In general the exchange is
had one professor teaching praised by the students because
courses in Government. For this in taking courses at the other
reason, many girls wanting to college one has a larger and more
take a course in Government have varied menu of courses that the
come to Hampden-Sydney which student can take.
has three professors teaching
Latin, Government, Bible, and
Government courses.
Math are the courses that most
Another factor is that in some of the Longwood students are
of the departments at Longwood, taking at Hampden-Sydney Colcourses are only offered during lege this semester. In interviewcertain semesters. The Long- ing some of the professors of
wood students therefore enroll these departments concerning the
in similar courses at Hampden- increase of Longwood students In
Sydney to avoid this problem. their classes, all of them found
The Hampden-Sydney students that the presence of Longwood
enroll in courses at Longwood students was beneficial.
By JOHN I). GUTHRIE
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent

Girls Welcomed
Dr. Joseph Clower, Professor
of Bible at Hampden-Sydney College, said that he was delighted to
have Longwood students in his
classes.
"I welcome them," he said,
"I have seven girls in all in two
of my courses. They are a real
contribution; I really enjoy having them. I've been surprised
that these girls have been willing to participate; they are not
timid or shy. I really do like
having them in classes; they just
color the whole class.
"I find that they are usually
very conscientious," Dr. Clower continued, "much more conscientious than the boys in doing their work well. I am not
saying that they are any brighter than the boys, but they are
more conscientious.
"I think that having girls in
the class will eventually make
our male students more alert to
the work they are doing." Dr.
Clower said, ' where the girls
participate in class discussions I
think they contribute a great
deal. I think it is a good program."
LC Reaction
From the Longwood professors
much the same reaction to the
program was received. Mrs. Helen Savage of the Philosophy Department of Longwood College
said that in the course Philoso-

phy 430 there were 16 HampdenSydney students enrolled.
"It is a pleasure to have these
students in class," she said.
"Their contributions in class
discussion are very beneficial.
A classroom seems to have a
much more wholesome atmosphere when there are students of
both sexes in attendance."
Mrs. Savage pointed out,
"Since neither Longwood College nor Hampden-Sydney College have intentions of becoming
co-ed, this exchange of students
provides a healthy substitute for
coed life."
Transportation Problem
One problem in this exchange
student program that Longwood
students have to contend with is
that of transportation. Gayle
Nicholas, a Longwood student
taking five courses at HampdenSydney this semester, said that
the main disadvantage in taking
courses at Hampden-Sydney lies
in the fact that the majority of
the girls must depend on school
transportation to get back and
forth from Farmville to Hampden-Sydney.
"If a class ends early," she
said, "I have to wait until the
car pool arrives at the normal
time before I can get back to
Longwood."
She noted that she had two
courses at Hampden-Sydney that
required library research at the
Hampden-Sydney Library.
"Longwood College does not

•>•)

provide transportation for a girl
who needs to do research at the
Library for the courses that she
is enrolled in at Hampden-Sydney College," she said. "If there
is a lecture at Hampden-Sydney
that we are required to attend by
a Hampden-Sydney professor, we
have to make our own arrangements for transportation because
Longwood will not furnish us with
a car."
Hampden-Sydney students do
not face this particular problem
because most of the students taking courses at Longwood have
cars of their own, or they can
easily find a ride with someone
who does have a class during the
same period.
Good Substitute
The reactions to this exchange
program between the two colleges were all positive. The feature that was stressed the most
was the fact that today we live
in a pluralistic society where the
contact between the two sexes is
greater and is encouraged. Most
colleges are reacting to this
movement by going co-ed. For
this reason the exchange of students between Longwood College
and Hampden-Sydney College is
said to be a good program that
should be promoted. Though it is
not the same as co-ed life where
the two sexes eat meals together
and also study together, this program provides a good substitute
for the students of the two colleges.

News
Briefs
Wallace Wins Primary
Gov. George C. Wallace of
Alabama won Florida's Democratic presidential primary
Tuesday night, a victory that he
claimed made him a national
candidate for the party's nomination. Placing second and third,
but far behind Wallace, were
Humphrey and Muskie respectively. President Nixon won a
landslide victory in a Republican primary that never was a
contest.
Canadian Visit
The White House announced
Tuesday that President Nixon
plans to visit Canada on April
13 for two days of talks on
international and bilateral problems with Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau. The White
House announced Wednesday that
President Nixon would travel to
Moscow on May 22.
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Dale Lynn Alther Wins Miss

Longwood Lovely
Crowned 'Miss Halifax'

Culpeper Pageant March 10
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
"It's wonderful, and I just don't
believe it," was the reaction
expressed by Dale Lynn Alther,
as she was crowned Miss Culpeper, 1972-73. Dale was named
winner from among 12 beauties
in the local pagaent, held March
10, in the Culpeper County High
School auditorium. She was
crowned by Sydney Lee Lewis,
who is Miss Virginia, 1970.
A Longwood College sophomore, Dale is the 20-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
M. Alther of Culpeper.Dale is
a home economics major and
plans to teach after graduation.
For the talent presentation,
Dale sang the selection, "A Wonderful Guy", and also demonstrated her sewing talent by making her attire for the evening
gown competition. She is a mem-

Music, Poetry, And
Slides Featured In
Wygal Hall Recital

General Assembly
Adjourns
The Virginia General AssembBy VICKI BOWLING
ly adjourned its 1972 session
Kay
Johnson,
senior music mashortly after 3 a. m. Sunday
jor
and
student
of
Mr. Paul Hesmorning after 60 days of deselink,
will
present
her senior
bate. 18-year-olds were given
organ
recital
tomorrow
afternew rights by the 1972 legislanoon
at
4
p.
m.
in
Wygal
Recital
ture. Persons 18 to 21 years
old may now sign a contract Hall.
Kay's recital will be unusual
to purchase a house or car,
in
that it consists ofonenumberengage in numerous occupations
THE
STATIONS OF THE CROSS
previously closed to them, be
by
Marcel
Dupre.
liable for personal property taxAccompanying
the music,
es, and seek medical advice for
slides
of
paintings
depicting
the
drug problems and surgery, including abortions, without par- 14 stations of the Cross will be
ental consent. However, they still shown, which Kay says are
may not buy liquor nor sit on "scenes in the life of Christ from
the time He is condemned until
juries.
He is put in the tomb."
Dupre's music is based on 14
Amendment Proposed
poems on the stations of the Cross
A constitutional ammendment written by Paul Claudel. He oriabolishing all state Presidential ginally improvised the music
primaries and substitution in- while the poems were read, and
stead a national primary to be later put it down on paper.
held in August was introduced
Before Kay plays the music
Monday by Sens. Mike Mans- for each station, the correspondfield, D-Mont., and Robert Aiken, ing poem will be read by Mr.
R-Vt. Mansfield said that he was James McCombs.
disturbed by the circus-like atKay, a member of the Organ
mosphere of the Florida primary. Guild and Sigma Alpha Iota, is
William B. Spong, Jr., Vir- currently the organist at Bainginia's junior Senator and an bridge Street Baptist Church in
alumnus of Hampden-Sydney Col- Richmond, and plans to continue
lege, chose Wednesday to take working there after graduation.
the Democratic primary route in
his quest for reelection this year.
Spong, 51, won his senatorial
One HOUR
position in 1966 and had served
12 years in the Virginia General
Assembly before running for the
U. S. Senate.
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
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DALE ALTHER
ber of the Home Economics Club
on campus, and enjoys sewing,
cooking and handicrafts. Dale
has had six years of musical
training, specializing in piano.
"I was asked to take part in
the pageant and my friends and
family encouraged me, so I entered," said Dale. As a result,
Dale received the title, a tiara,
gifts from the merchants of Culpeper and a scholarship to continue her education.
Dale is a 1970 graduate of
Culpeper County High School.
During her high school years,
she was Sophomore Homecoming
Princess, in the top 10 of the
Miss CCHS Pageant of 1969,
and second runner-up in the 1970
Miss CCHS Pageant. She was
active in the Tri-Hi-Y, FTA
and Student Cooperative Association.

Chemist Discusses
"Trace Elements
In Geochemicstry,,
By DEBBIE BASTEK
The Longwood/Hampden-Sydney Club of the Society of Sigma
Xi, a national honorary research
organization, feacured Dr. Ralph
O. Allen, a chemist from the
University of Virginia, as guest
speaker last Tuesday in Jeffers
Auditorium. Dr. Allen spoke on
"Trace Elements in Geochemistry," discussing some of the
far-reaching conclusions based
on current knowledge of trace
elements distribution and behavior. Giving illustrations of the use
of trace elements in describing
the history of some of the moon
rocks, he told how our understanding of the moon has changed,
and also described how trace elements can be used as indicators
of igenous processes, and as
toxic pollutors of waterways and
sediments.
The second in a series of guest
lectures hosted by the Society of
Sigma Xi, the lectures are presented on a level easily understood by the undergraduate. The
public is cordially invited to attend all future lectures.

WANDA LEIGH EPPS
By PAM WATSON
Wanda Leigh Epps, a freshman elementary education major from South Boston, is a
firm believer in the old saying «-if at first you don't succeed try, try, again." Last weekend she was crowned Miss Halifax County 1972. When asked
why she decided to run she said,
"I was in the pageant last year
and was very happy to come in
first-runner up so I decided to
give it another try."
For her talent, Wanda gave
a dramatic reading that she had
written herself entitled, "Live,
Learn, and Love"- three words
that she considers most important to students today.
"I'm very excited about the
coming year," she says. In addition to competing in the Miss
Virginia pageant in July, she
will take part in the State Fair,
tin- Tobacco Festival and various other parades and celebrations throughout the state.

"If you don't
have a skin like mine,
watch that sun!'

minims:

New Busing Orders
In a live television-radio address from the White House
Thursday night, President Nixon
urged Congress to legislate an
immediate halt to all new pupilbusing orders.

Miss Lora
PALM READER

TELLS PAST,
PRESENT
AND FUTURE
ROUTE 460 WEST
AT INTERSECTION
OF ROUTE 16

110 South St.
Across From
The Shopping Center
Come register for a
free Easter bunny.

Fresh As A
Flower
In Just
One Hour
Free Dollar Back
On Tues., Wed., ft
Thurs. On Every
$4 Of Drycleaning
flUtfi4*])wu*J -£.

392-8038

Hours: 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.

American Cancer Society^
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Students Voice Opinions
On Women's Lib Title

REV. WILLIAM H. VASSEY

Reverend Vassey
Resigns Position
At Hampden- Sydney
By JOHN D. GUTHRIE
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent
The Rev. H. William Vassey,
pastor of College Presbyterian
Church and chaplain at HampdenSydney College for the last six
years, has resigned both positions, effective March 31, to assume the pastorate of St. Giles
Presbyterian Church in Raleigh,
N.C.
In a joint statement on Mr.
Vassey's resignation, College
President W. Taylor Reveleyand
Or. Graves H. Thompson, clerk
of the session of the College
Church, said, "We deeply regret
losing Mr. and Mrs. Vassey.
Their leadership on the campus
and in the community has been
strong and effective. The affection and good wishes of the church
and the college follow them to
their new work."
A native of Brevard, N. C„
Rev. Vassey came to HamixlenSydney in 1966 from Orange,
Va., where he was pastor of
the Orange Presbyterian Church,
and has served in the dual capacity at Hampden-Sydney since
that time.
Rev. Vassey was past president of the Prince Edward Council on Human Relations. Both he
and his wife have been active in
efforts to promote better community relations in the county. He
has been active in encouraging
student involvement in community projects both on the Hampden-Sydney and Longwood campuses.
Rev. Mr. Vassey is a graduate of Southwestern at Memphis
and Louisville Presbyterian
Theological Seminary, and has
done work towards his Ph.D. degree in systematic theology at the
University of st. Andrews in Scotland.
Commenting on hlf new pastorate, Rev. Vassey said, "We have
enjoyed our stay at HampdenSydney, and are leaving with very
mixed emotions,"
"St. Giles is a new church,
with some very exciting programs," he added, "and we look
forward to being a part of its
growth. While we regret leaving
Hampden-Sydney, 1 feel that my
work here, both witli the church
and the college, is at a point
which will allow me to leave without Inhibiting either ministry."

SUPPORT GREEK WEEK
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By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
Many students on campus don't
take the women's liberation
movement seriously; either
Longwood ladies don't care or
they just don't have the time.
However, some student members of the current movement
are trying to popularize the title
"Ms" to replace the traditional
"Miss" and "Mrs." concept.
This would equalize women to
have one title to cover all the
categories, like the "Mr." does
for men.
This may seem trite but the
women's lib contingents strongly
believe that the terms "Miss"
and "Mrs." are just another
way of keeping women on an unequalized level with men. They
charge that their marital status
has no bearing on how they, as
individuals, should be addressed.
A freshman social welfare major
said, "In today's society, 'Ms'
is better; it gives a woman a
better chance — it liberates her."
But on the other side, nonliberationists prefer the current
forms of address. "If I am married, I want everyone to know it
and if I am single, I want to be
known as available," said a junior math major. A senior English

major noted, "I can see the point
but when I get married I want to
be known as 'Mrs.' I like the
distinction."
Along with this, there is even
a movement to have distinction
made in the titles for males.
Theodore M. Bustin, a noted
linguist, has stated, "Instead of
generalizing women's titles, we
should adopt the term 'Master'
for unmarried men and 'Mister'
for married men. After all, women have the right to know whether
the chap who is making a pass
at her is married or single."
There is no solution to what
may become a definite issue in
time, but at least students are
beginning to be concerned about
the matter. As one student on
campus, who is a senior elementary education major, put it,
"Many people may not agree or
think about the entire subject,
but we are going to make students
and citizens aware that there are
some people working against
male chauvinist oppression."
Maybe students will see and
think about the matter. Maybe
they just don't have time or they
lack interest. As one sophomore
Spanish major summed it up,
"I really don't care either way."

Slater gave a banquet recently to thank all of the people who
help in the kitchen.

Jimmie Lu Null
(Continued from page 3)
The chosen members will be in
residence for about ten weeks
this summer. They will each receive a $1,000 cash fellowship.
In addition, they will be able to
see free of charge any other

events at the Center. Among the
performers booked for this summer are Ferrante and Teicher.
Of the auditions, Jimmie Lu
says, "It's been worth it up to
now. The atmosphere of the audition was very exciting! I'm
looking forward to the final auditions!"

FSEE Scheduled
College seniors will have an opportunity to compete in
the Federal Service Entrance Examination (FSEE) when it is
given on a walk-in basis at Longwood on April 15, 1972.
Complete details and FSEE announcements are now available
at the Placement Office.
One test taken one time in one place opens the door to
approximately 60 different and challenging career fields in
many Federal agencies at locations all over the country.
Open to seniors and graduates in any academic major, the
program fs" appropriate for students in all curricula except
Engineering, Physical Sciences, Accounting and a limited number of other technical fields.

Cumbey Jeuelers

MEN'S & WOMEN'S

216 N. Main St.
Between Baldwin's I Leggetl

111 Mam St.

BIRTHSTONE EARRINGS • BIRTHSTONE RINGS
BIRTNSTONE BRACELETS e BIRTHSTONE
PENDENTS • GIFTS FOR ILL OCCASIONS

Farmville, Va.

-ENGRAVING FREE-

Across From Courthouse

Dr. Eugene Wilhelm To Speak
April 10 On Southern Geography
By VALERIE BLANKS
On April 10 at 7:30, Dr. Eugene J. Wilhelm, Jr., will be
speaking on "Folk Geography of
the Upland South'' in Bedford
Auditorium. Mr. Wilhelm has
conducted varied types of ecological research in both Anglo
and Latin American geography.
One example of his research
was the six-year investigation of
the ecological hisotry and historical ecology of Shenandoah
National Park and the Blue Ridge
Parkway he conducted from 1963
to 1968.
He has published many articles, technical reports, and a

paperback book entitled THE
BLUE RIDGE (1968). Presently
he is associate editor of PIONEER AMERICA and is preparing a hardback book on the mountain folk of the Shenandoah National Park region.
Mr. Wilhelrn has lectured to a
wide variety of audiences on an
assortment of topics from bird
migration to Blue Ridge peddlers.
He has taught geography at St.
Louis and McGill Universities
and presently is on the staff of
the School of General Studies
at UVA and science teacher at
Lane High School in Charlottesville.

Forest fires burn
more than trees.

NEWMAN'S
SPORTSWEAR

Student Union has remodeled the Games Room into a walk-in
office. Students are invited to look at the material s that are available and make suggestions for programs.

They kill life. Of all kinds,
of all ages. When fire sweeps through
a forest, it spares nothing.
And nothing is all that remains.
Only you can prevent forest fires.
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Stop-Out Alternative Considered
Six Proposals Discussed
As Opposed To Complete Drop-Out
CONDENSED FROM
By Legislative Board
W&M "FLAT HAT" Mary, are recognizing dropping rate doesn't necessarily repreAn intelligent, middle-class out as an acceptable alternative
high school graduate usually to continuance in college. They
spends his summer anxiously are realizing that, for some stucounting the days until he attends dents, an interrupted education
the college of his choice in the may be more beneficial than the
fall. He looks forward to four traditional lockstep form.
glorious years of education,
Approximately 70 per cent of
stimulation and enlightenment. college drop-outs eventually reWhat he doesn't know, however, turn to an institution and earn
is that there is a very good their degrees. For those who rechance he won't graduate from turn at a later date, educational
that same school of his choice specialists have coined a new
in four years. Along the way he term; stop-outs. Statistics can be
may become what society dis- misleading, such as in the case of
paragingly calls a drop-out.
a study done in 1970 at William
For years a strong social stig- and Mary which showed that, of
ma has been attached to the drop- the freshmen who entered the
out. The inflexibility of the time College in 1965 only 50 per cent
schedule of the American edu- of them graduated four years
cational system has made a stu- later. This 50 per cent did not
dent appear unsuccessful unless include those who ultimately
he has spent four consecutive graduated in August or later, or
years on a single campus.
those who transferred to other
institutions.
Accepted Alternative
Reasons
Today college administrators,
including a group at William and
Most students who withdraw
from college do so in the middle of the semester. The dropout has many reasons for withFOR EASTER
drawing, including personal,
medical, academic difficulties,
lack of incentive, financial and to
12KT. GOLD FILLED
transfer to another college.
Despite a rising rate in the
CROSS OR LOCKET
amount of drop-outs at William
and Mary, the rising drop-out

AND CHAIN
$

3.50 AND UP

sent a problem. In many cases
the student doesn't need to be
there. Students are confused
about higher education and don't
feel the pressure to stay in school
that they did before. The decision of whether to stay in or drop
out is also more flexible today
becAise there is no longer a
stigma attached to being of college age and college ability and
not being in college.
Work or travel may lure the
student away from the formal
educational system for several
year? New experiences may give
the stop-out a different perspective on education so that in many
cases he will return to school
with an appreciation of the benefits of possessing a college degree. Stopping out is in most
cases beneficial for the student.
If a person is fed up with college, he needs a change in hopes
that he will find himself and
come back with some motivation.
Formal education requires a
commitment which many are hesitant to make immediately after
high school graduation. The informal education gained by
spending a year or two as one
wishes may serve as better preparation for a college education
than twelve years of preparatory
education could ever provide.

By BECKY NICHOLSON
A mock presidential election
for next fall and a new system
of daily announcements were suggested at the Legislative Board
meeting last Monday. The Board
also continued its discussions of
proposed changes in the Alma
Mater, dating in hotels, a second
hand bookstore, and Judicial Advisory Committee.
It was suggested that a mock
election be held sometime in
early fall next year, probably
before Oktoberfest. This election
would be handled by the Student
Union, the Young Republicans
Club, and Young Democrats Club.
The clubs would initiate campaigns for the respective Presidential candidates. During this
time, guest speakers could be invited, and students could become
involved in debates, speeches,
and poster-making.
The Board members felt that
a project like this would cause
students to become aware of and
excited about the Presidential
election. The Board also felt that
debates and banners might aid in
a final decision, and initiate voting when the "real" election
comes around in November.
A change in procedure respecting daily announcements was suggested to the Legislative Board by

Mr. Mitchell, the Director of
Public Relations. Mr. Mitchell's
idea was to have all committees
and organizations get their announcements in by 2 p.m. so that
the announcement sheets could be
distributed at dinner. In this
method, students would know
about planned meetings for the
next day. The Board members
felt that students might forget
about a meeting if announcements were given a day in advance. Since they thought the
present procedure was best, they
agreed to leave the announcement system as it is now.
Old business, such as dating in
hotels and a second hand bookstore, was tabled again until
further information could be obtained and discussed. Regarding
the Alma Mater change, Board
members agreed to submit a proposal to the Board of Visitors,
and to make this proposal known
to the respective classes. The
proposal for a Judicial Advisory
Committee was discussed again,
and a motion was made and
passed on to turn the matter
back into the hands of the Judicial Board. The Legislative
Board believed that the Judicial
Board would know better how to
handle this committee.

Legislative Board Discusses
Possibility Of Book Exchange

DAINTY AND

By BECKY NICHOLSON
The pros and cons of having
a second hand bookstore on campus were discussed by representatives of faculty, Student Union,
and student body at last week's
Legislative Board meeting, but no
final decision was made.
Dragon Chandler said that the
Student Union had considered a
second hand bookstore, but larger schools had found it a great
task, and the entire project would
involve many people. Dr. Marvin
Scott said that a student-operated
bookstore would entail a great
deal of bookkeeping, but to him
the idea was feasible. Dr. Scott's
idea included paying students who
helped with the store, and books
that weren't picked up would go
into a fund.
Legislative Board members
felt that many students would be
willing to work on a voluntary
basis. Bobbsie Bannin suggested
that the rooms in Lankford could
serve as the center for the book

exchange, and she said the organization could start as a comBEAUTIFUL
mittee under Legislative Board.
Other colleges such as Hampden-Sydney and VPI have sucWITH HAND
cessful student co-op bookstores.
Hampden-Sydney's co-op bookENGRAVED DESIGN.
store, The Book Cellar, is entirely dependent on student support. Their college bookstore
GIFT BOXED
manager has said that he doesn't
make a great deal of money
from used books anyway, so the
competition from the student coop doesn't affect him greatly. In
ALSO AVAILABLE IN
fact, since the co-op is successful, he isn't stuck with used
10KT. AND 14KT.
books as he was in previous
years. The students benefit, also,
GOLD
because they can sell books at
their own price.
VPI's Student Book Exchange
has
been successful for the past
11 In rlin Uhe rfcweter
two quarters, and it provides students with an economic means of
Farmville, Virginia
selling books. It is nonprofit and
works on a volunteer basis. The
students of VPI have also instigated The Co-Op Store which had
its origin as a committee of the
Student Government Association.
The leaders of the Student CoOp have not received any hostility from business in town, and
PRE-MENSTRUAL
it has provided students with
more benefits. Since book exchange centers have been successful at other colleges, then
students feel it is possible for
NOW...reduce excess water and temporary Longwood to establish a book exweight gain —stay slim and comfortable change at the beginning of each
semester with the same success.
with safe, natural

OGOBYE
BLOAT

Rail a tabs

netic (or w Those Difficult Days
The First Internal Cosmetic

Aquatabs' gentle diuretic action relieves premenstrual
fluid build-up, gets rid of excess water that can add
as much as three pounds to your weight each month.
Fast, effective Aquatabs relieve distress and discomfort
of ugly bloat, keep you comfortable and slim-looking all
month long. And because Aquatabs are made with natural
botanicals you never need worry about side effects.
Get Aquatabs today for trim good looks regardless of the
time of the month. Sold with money-back guarantee.

For All Of Your
Sewing Needs Shop

SCHEMBER'S
Fashion Fabrics

AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES

GRAY'Ss

Neit To State Theater

Work has been progressing on the new maintenance building
beside Curry and should be completed soon.
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Superintendent Of Prince
Edward Resigns Job
By ROBERT H. SELLS
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent
Dr. Ronald J. Perry, Superintendent of Prince Edward County
Public Schools, submitted his
resignation unexpectedly to the
school board at its regular
monthly meeting on Monday,
March 12.
A former Scranton, Pa., secondary school teacher and school
superintendent of the Line Mountain District in Pennsylvania,
Perry also served as Bryan Elementary School Principal in
Hampton, and as an instructor at
Hampton Institute, the College of
William and Mary and the University of Virginia before coming
to Prince Edward County.
Perry's resignation, which will
be effective as of July 1, was
approved by the school board
without any discussion oi- comments. Perry has served the
county since July 1, 1969.
Kenneth B. Worthy, school
board chairman, said that Perry
would be making "about twice"
the salary as the school superintendent in Bergen County, N. J.,
the post that Perry reportedly
plans to assume. Worthy also said
that Dr. Perry plans to help the
school board in its search for a

"Squatter's Rights"
Proposed For Next
Room Registration
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
A new proposal for room registration for the fall of 1972 was
suggested to Residence Board by
Dean Margaret Nuchols, assistant dean of the students.
The proposal was greeted with
mixed reactions and DeanNuckols asked the board to "talk to
the students" and get an idea on
how the students feel.
The procedure would involve
those students who are interested in keeping the same roommate, and the same room where
they are living now. These girls
would be allowed to sign a form
requesting the same rooming situation for the fall semester, and
then would be exempt from any
other room registration.
However, if any changes are to
be made, the students must go
through room number draw which
will be held April 19. Then they
must go through room assignments: April 24, for rising seniors; April 26, for rising juniors
and May 1, for rising sophomores.
Students living in freshman
dorms will not be allowed to occupy the same room.Stubbs Dormitory will not be included in the
pre-signing for rooms.
Dean Nuchols said, "We want
everyone on campus to live with
whom and where they want," but
this proposal would give "squatter's rights" to students.
The proposed dorm sign insign out procedure is under consideration. On a trial basis,
Frazer Dorm will use the new
system until May 1. At that time
the proposed system will be evaluated.
There were two investigations,
for lateness on the part of students, made by Residence Board.
One student was 17 minutes late
pass the 15 minute leeway, and
she was given five days campus.
Another students was 45 minutes
late and was given two days campus. Each case was considered
separately and judgements were
made on the reasons given by the
student.

Dr. Ronald J. Perry
Prince Edward Official
new superintendent.
During its meeting the school
board also approved new salary
scales for teachers in the Prince
Edward County school systems
for the 1972-73 school year. The
new minimum salary for first
year teachers with a bachelor's
degree will be $7,030. This starting salary increases in 16 steps
to $8,925 for a teacher with 15
years of service. Teachers holding a Master's degree will start
next year at a minimum of $9,655.
Comparable increases were approved for all other school personnel.
The school board also approved
the start of an experimental program in adult technical and industrial education. Initially, the
program will be designed for 12
to 15 adults who will meet in
three hour night classes meeting
two nights a week. The board also
agreed to provide additional funds
to expand the program if the experimental program proves to be
successful.

Brodie
(Continued from Page 4)
latter's words were crisp and
sharp, over enunciated as the role
demanded. She was realistic in
reading "the letter," when
stricken in silence, when raging.
Contrasting the balance found
in these characters was the pitifully overdone music teacher,
Gordon Lowther, played by Lawrence Smith. He was at his best
directing the Brodie girls in
class, at the picnic, and standing
behind Jean Brodie after being
summoned to Miss MacKay's office. Too often he was histrionic.
In attempts to be genuinely convincing, he lost control of his
voice as well as the character.
Fred Herndon, while not as melodramatic as Mr. Perry, did
have some trouble with the Southern accent. He was obviously projecting his voice and sounded
unnatural. Some lines were weU
done; othershad a curiously combined Southern-English accent.
Rick Vaughn, the artist-ofsorts Teddy Lloyd, was a little
stiff and remote from the part.
Suzzane Curry, as the stuttering
Mary McGregor, had a difficult
role. The stuttering, when not
overdone, was humorous; when
overdone, it distracted from her
performance. While the voice was
not perfect, contorted facial expressions and spastic movements
were well done and humorous in
themselves.
The setting was exceptionally
good, as were use of color, music,
and sound effects. Combined with
the quality of acting done, they
helped make "The Primeof Miss
Jean Brodie" a dynamic, enjoyable production.

H-S Students Present
Grievances To The
Administrators
By ROBERT H. SELLS
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent
Approximately four hundred HS students attended a student
body meeting Wednesday, March
8, to questions to Dr. W. Taylor
Reveley, President of the college. Dr. Reveley appeared by
request along with Dr. Lewis
Drew, Dean of Students, and Dr.
Frank Simes, Academic Dean and
Administrative Vice President.
Student Body President Randy
Laird opened the meeting by presenting a list of grievances that
he felt were important to the students. The grievances which had
been circulated among the students the day before appears below.
•'The following is a list of some
of the general grievances of the
student body. These are examples of what we believe to be a
present system of governance
that is ineffective and detrimental to the well-being of Hampden-Sydney College."
* Misallocation of college funds
* Poor quality and quantity of outside asembly speakers
* Lack of student control in Honor Council
* Failure to keep student body
aware of actions of higher governing bodies
* Poor quality of food
♦No extension of visitation privi(Continued on Page 11)

Honors Program Allows
Free Study For Credit
By PAM WATSON
"I like working on my own
outside of class and without the
traditional classroom restrictions," states one student now
participating in the Honors Program here at Longwood. The program, which dates as far back as
1930, has six students studying in
their major fields this semester.
The independent study is done
over a period of two semesters
and students receive three credits each semester for the course.
Only juniors and seniors with an
overall of 2.7 and a 3.0 in their
major are eligible. To enroll in
the program, a student must first
receive the permission from her
sponsor, the chairman of her department, and the Honors Committee. Students must write a
short summary stating the topic
she wishes to study, the material
and extent of the research, and an
introductory bibliography which
is then turned in to Miss Craft,
assistant professor of English
and the present chairman of the
Honors Committee. Once a student's proposal is accepted, she
can enroll in the course called
Honors Research 498.
The first semester is spent
doing independent study and research under the consultation of
her sponsor, and during the sec-

I

ond semester, Honors Research
499, the student writes a paper on
the results of her research. If
the student wishes she can then
take an oral examination given
by the committee. To graduate
with honors, a student must make
an A or B on her research work
and her paper and pass the oral
exam.
When asked why they chose the
program, one student thought that
it would be "a challenge." An
English major added that she
"wanted to find out more about
an author that she particularly
liked and you could not do this
within the confines of a class."
Most agreed that they liked working on their own on a subject
that they were especially interested in.

\les,there are a lot of
good reasons for women
to quit smoking* ;
Find yours.
(
) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made that up knows where the
money is—fewer women than men are quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.
(
) My closet smells rotten, my clothes smell
rotten; I'm sick of it.
(
) Lung cancer deaths are twice as high
among women who smoke as among those
who don't.
(
) I'm still young. The longer I smoke, the
harder it will be to quit and my chances of becoming a real heavy smoker go up.
(
) It's one kind of air pollution I can do
something about. People in the room with me
shouldn't have to breathe dirty air.
(
) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from smoking when I smoke?
(
) I seem to be sick a lot. I also smoke a lot.
Women who smoke like me have more chronic
illness, lose more time, from work, are sick
more often than those who don't.
(
) I know my father's been trying to quit.
How can he with me still puffing away?
(
) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean
again. I've had it with nicotine hang-over in
the mornings.
(
) The thing that appeals to me most is:
If I quit and stay quit, in most cases, it can be
as if I never smoked. There's something about
this that absolutely knocks me out. A clean
slate; a real second chance. You just don't get
many of those.

(
) I quit once for 10 days and, frankl)
I felt pretty good about it. I like that feeling
this time I'm quirting for good. Lord knows
I've done a lot harder things in my life.
(
) So many people I know have quit, I'n
beginning to feel stupid about smoking.
(
) There's something very cool and self
assured about women who don't nee<
cigarettes.
(
) I thought it was hopeless; I quit once am
went back. But someone told me a lot of peopl
had to quit over and over before it took. I'n
trying again. It can't hurt.
(
) If I quit, I'll save 50t a day. That's $3.5(
a week, $14.00 a month, $182.50 a year.Tha
buys almost 2 gallons of gas a day. A record;
week. Seven movies a month. After a year,
can fly to
_and back oi
cigarettes I didn't smoke.
(
) Somewhere in the back of my head IV«
been nursing the illusion that smoking is reall;
only dangerous for men. I've just seen the lat
est statistics. The death rate for women wh(
smoke is more than 20% higher than womei
who don't. We've come a long way baby, bu
I'm not going any further.
Now all you need is help and encouragemeni
Send a postcard today to: V\fomen an
Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'
send some booklets to help and encourage yoi
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Close-Circuit Television
System Located InHiner
By VALERIE BLANKS
For the benefit of those who
did not realize it, Longwood has
a close-circuit television system
with its center of controls located in Hiner Building.
Mr. Mike Silveira has been in
charge of the production facilities for 6 1/2 of the 8 years
that the facilities have been functioning. His assistant is Mr.
Victor Esteve.
The center has facilities for
making recordings at the Campus School, which they can send
live or can tape. These recordings can be sent to monitors in
fourteen classrooms of Hiner.
There are also connections from

H-S Grievances
(Continued from Page 10)
leges in residence halls
♦Searching of personal property
♦Inefficiency of present faculty
system to accomplish goals due
to size of group
♦Lack of student input in admissions
♦ Racial inequality in admissions
♦ Lack of definition of goals for
the future of the college
♦ et cetera
"From all appearances our
present statements on future
plans are unrealistic and behind
the times. First semester, the
student leaders worked within the
system and we came to the conclusion that we aren't even a part
of the system," Laird said. Laird
then asked President Reveley if
it would be feasible for the students to work through the proper
channels to obtain greater power
in the governance of the college.
Dr. Reveley said that he would
be glad to appoint a committee
of faculty members to meet with
student leaders chosen by Laird.
The committee would study the
proposals and the grievances
which the students felt were important, and then the committee
would present a recommendation
to the faculty for their vote on the
matter.
Main Strast

ffljfflMI
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the center to French gym and
swimming pool, Lankford, Jarman Auditorium, Her Gym and the
Board of Visitors room. Plans
are being made for installations
in Jeffers, Stevens and the library.
Their operations' equipment
include two video tape recorders,
three television cameras and one
movie camera. Also located in
Hiner is a studio for producing
live programs.
Besides taping programs at the
Campus School, they tape programs and movies which professors in different departments
want to show their students.
During this school year alone,
up to January, 230 programs have
been recorded.
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Gyre, Literary Magazines
Debuts April 5 With Quality

Members of Building and
Grounds have been working for
weeks to finish a new parking
area across from Curry. Unfortunately, when it is finished
it promises to be the same type
of muddy swamp that the other
lot is already.

By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
"The quality of the magazine
is stressed rather than the quantity of the material," saidChildrey Farber, editor of the GYRE,
"and I feel it is an exciting attempt this time." All this concerns the debut of the GYRE,
the Longwood College literary
magazine on Wednesday, April 5.
The magazine will contain
prose, photography, poetry, art
and a cover design. "There isnot
only the work by a student but
also included is a written article, or interview with that student," noted Childrey. One selection was judged as a finalist
in the Hollins College contest, in
which schools from all over the
nation were invited to partici-

pate. Two other pieces were entered and received finalist standing in the statewide Madison College Literary contest.
There are three distinguished
figures featured in the magazine, who are prominent on the
literary and art scenes today.
A. B. Jackson is a teacher and
artist at Old Dominion University and has three pieces of his
art work hanging in the Lancaster Library. There will be one
selection of his art work and a
critique by Mr. Jackson in the
GYRE. There is an article by
David Madden, a writer at Louisiana State University, and an
interview with poet Erica Jong,
of New York.

«H

Why is it so hard to discuss
?
the POWquestion.
NOT only is the prisoner-of-war
auestion a thorny problem at
the peace talk sessions in
Paris. It seems an explosive issue in
homes around the world, even here
in America.
Why?
Because we are in a complicated
and baffling and frustrating war.
Because it is an "unofficial" war
and many people wonder what rules
apply. Or possibly, if any rules apply.
Because nobody wants the war
but the two sides can't agree how to
end it.
The prisoner-of-war issue is
caught up in this maelstrom of intellectual confusion and emotional
voltage.
It's a pity that it is.
It's a pity for the men who are being held prisoner. It's a pity for their
families who live in fear and doubt.
Indeed, it's a pity for the nations
involved and those who only watch.
They have allowed the multiplicity of issues to cloud the human issue.
■^ American Red CTOM

fhis messaee sneaks not of the
political side <A the prisoner-of-war
issue but of the human side.
It speaks for the families of the
prisoners and for all the peoples of
the world whose conscience hasn't
been covered over by the smog of
confusion.
Of course, we all want the war to
end and the prisoners of war to be
released as s(x>n as possible.
But meanwhile there is no need
for Hanoi and its allies to delay even
a day in answering this plea:
Open your prison camps in North
Vietnam, South Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia to official neutral observers. Let the world know who the
prisoners are, where they are and
whether they are being humanely
treated in accordance with the
standard of civilized nations.
That's all. Certainly there can IKagreement on that part of the POW
question.
In fact, there is no need for con*
sultations. Hanoi, unilaterally and

without consultation, can solve the
problem.
Then, at least, the minds of millions in America would rest easier.
And perhaps those in other parts
of the world, tin).

SUPPORT
OUR PLEA
TO HANOI
AND ITS ALLIES:
(Hear away the doubtsOpen your prison camps to
neutral observers...
now!

We .isk in i UK He ili.HI wc KIVC. All Anurii in

and South Vietnamese pn*>n camp* lire in
itx-ctcd mjularlyhy ntfiu.il neutral observer*.
flu- InternatH -riil < ummitteeottheReiK ross
Advertisingcuntributid for the public mx>d ©';

National League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia.
1608 "K" Street, N.W., Washington. DC. 20006
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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Today's Young Couples Share Preparation for Parenthood
by Ralph W. Gause, M.D.

Senior Medical Consultant

The National Foundation"

Murch of Dimes
It used to \*' that having a
1

v was a function reserved
for women only. Nowadays,
however, the father of the vet
to be bora baby is hein^ invited to participate if not in

the actual pregnancy, at least
in the emotional atmosphere
that surrounds it. One might
speak of a "pregnant family."
The more the father to he is
let in on what the pregnant
woman is going through, the
stronger the marriage can Ixand the happier the hahy

when he becomes aware of his
parents. According to Max
Deutscher, a psychologist, "it
is pregnancy which makes
parents out of spouses and a
family out of a marriage."
Pregnancy i 8 a natural
process, not an illness. In
most cases, the common-sense
rules that a doctor will lay
down are all the "special
treatment" that will he necessary What matters most is
that the parents see a doctor
just as soon as the woman
thinks she is going to have a
baby. Prenatal care is critically important from the beginning because it is during
the first 56 days that the emhryologic.il side of fetal development is completed.
Marly and regular medical
attention can mean the difference between a healthy pregnancy and delivery or one
marked hy complications.
Both parents should demonstrate a greater sense of responsibility than commonly
practiced during pregnancy.
They are the custodians of a
future person and their awareness of tin* size of the task is

essential.
Nutrition Vital
The future father isn't
going to go through physical
changes, hut his wife's preg
naiii \ certainly is an emotionally charged time for him.
Pregnancy is nine months of
growing a baby. It is also nine

more than a woman who is
overweight As for smoking,
please cut it out not just cut
down. Out.
Nutrition and correct
weight gain are always emphasized in prenatal care education programs sponsored
by The National FoundationMarch of Dimes.
An expectant mother's
teeth may need extra attention (aims have a tendency
to hleed more at this time.
She should make an appointment early in pregnancy and.
above all, let the dentist know
that she is pregnant.
Exercise is very important.
Walking is the simplest form
and available to all. There is
a difference between walking
for the fun of it and walking
while working. Pregnancy is
no time to take up a new
sport. If a woman notices that

DR. CLARENCE J. YOUNG teaches young parents in Apple Valley, Calif.,
at childbirth education class co-sponsored by St. Mary's Hospital, the
March of Dimes, and the Junior Women's Club.

her leg veins are enlarging,
she should wear support
stockings and put her feet up
more often than a woman who
is not troubled by varicose
veins.

New Roles

Drugs of any kind, unless
they are prescribed by a doctor, are to be avoided. A certain amount of constipation
may be expected, and the best

way to treat it is to eat plenty
of roughage foods—fruits,
vegetables, especially salads,
and cereals. Use laxatives
only on the doctor's recommendation.
In more and more hospitals, fathers are welcome in
labor and delivery rooms, provided they have attended
childbirth education classes
with their wives. With this
kind of preparation, the father can give his wife helpful
support during labor. Some
doctors and hospitals do not
approve of fathers attending
the delivery, but most encourage childbirth education for a
couple even if the father will
not be present at birth. A couple who have learned what to
expect at this time are far
more likely to have a richly
rewarding experience. The attending physician must give
his approval for the father to
be in the delivery room. Furthermore the decision, of
course, is a matter of personal
choice.

What a pity that
having children is
often more important
than wanting them.

months of growing together.

of learning to know each other
in new roles It is a trial run

for parenthood.
A mother !>egins feeding
or underfeeding
her babj
nine months before he is Ixirn

An expectant mother's diel is
<>! particular importance. She
must prated her own health
to meet the nutritional needs
of her developing child. Nutrition is a vital factor in helping to lower infant deaths and
the serious prohlem of premature hirths
Proper weight gairt is necessary for a healthy pregnancy Naturally, it should
depend upon general health.
height, age, build and normal
weight If a mother is quite
thin when she becomes pregnant, she will need to gain

LANSCOTT'S
MOBILES AND
WIND CHIMES
EASTER BUNNIES

The pressures for having
children are great.
Some are social.
Like a mother-in-law asking
for the hundredth time when
she's going to see
grandchildren.
Or an aunt wondering out
loud whether the couple is
selfish.
Other pressures are personal.
Like the self-doubt in many
men and women over whether
they actually can "make" a
baby.
Other pressures are less
obvious.
Like not enough family
planning services available
for everyone who desires and
needs them.
As we said, the pressures are
great.
But as far as we're concerned,
there's only one, repeat one,

Pholo by Leonard Nones

reason for a couple to have a
child: because they really
want it.
And are ready for it: emotionally, not just financially.
And there's only one time to
have that child: when they
want it. When it can be a
welcome addition rather than
an accidental burden.
Unfortunately, research has

consistently shown that not
enough Americans (from every
walk of life) are aware of the
benefits of family planning or
how to go about it.
That's what we're all about.
And frankly, we can use all
the help we can get.
Especially from thoughtful
people who understand how
unplanned pregnancies can
intensify the already severe
problems society has still to
solve.
People who will, at the very
least, help others understand
that there's a difference
between having children—and
wanting them.

Planned Parenthood
Children by choice. Not chance.
For further information, write
Planned Parenthood, Box 581,
Radio City Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10019

Planned Parenthood is a national, non-profit organization dedicated to providing
information and effective means of family planning to all who want and need it.
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